IEEE Fellowship

In the recent IEEE Board of Directors meeting, Dr Alex Kot Chichung was elected an IEEE Fellow, the highest grade of membership in the IEEE. E3World congratulates Professor Alex Kot on his achievement.

Our new IEEE Fellow, Professor Alex Kot.

Congratulations on being elected IEEE Fellowship! How does it feel of being elected by fellow professionals?

Professor Alex Kot:
It is indeed a great honour to be elected as Fellow of IEEE. I must take this opportunity to thank my colleagues, Professor Lim Yong Ching for nominating me for the Fellowship and President Su Guaning in endorsing my nomination. But then of course, without the hard work from my research partners, former students and advisors, my nomination in the first attempt wouldn’t be a smooth ride at all.

What major contributions have led you to be given the recognition?

Professor Alex Kot:
My major contributions are in the performance analysis in parameter estimations and signal processing for communication systems. My other contributions are in my capacity as IEEE Distinguished Lecturer, Prestigious Conference Co-Chair and Assoc Editors for several IEEE Transactions.

What does it mean for to be one of the IEEE Fellows in NTU?

Professor Alex Kot:
IEEE Fellowship is a visible recognition of a person’s contribution to the communities of electrical and electronic engineering professionals. I am delighted to be a true-blue Fellow of IEEE in NTU so that I could join my other colleagues in contributing to building a stronger reputation for the School of EEE in NTU.

What kind of benefits does IEEE membership bring to the electrical engineers in general?

Professor Alex Kot:
As an electrical engineer by research, I find that it is very important to participate in technical activities to keep myself up-to-date in the latest development in EE related fields. IEEE produces a majority of top electrical and electronic engineering related journals and IEEE technical societies provide an excellent forum and ample opportunities for us to meet international experts and exchange ideas on our latest research work. As a member of IEEE, we can get subsidized IEEE conference registration fees and be part of the IEEE Technical Committees.